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Cultural-scale models of full text documents are prone to over-interpretation by researchers
making unintentionally strong socio-linguistic claims [1] without recognizing that even large digi-
tal libraries are merely samples of all the books ever produced. In this study, we test the sensitivity
of the topic models to the sampling process by taking random samples of books in the Hathi Trust
Digital Library1 within different Library of Congress Classification (LCC)2 areas.
Probabilistic topic modeling has been rapidly adoption in the study of cultural evolution [2].
In a topic model, each document is represented as a distribution over topics inferred from the text.
Each topic is a probability distribution over words simultaneously inferred from the texts. In the
humanities, topic modeling has been used to characterize the evolution of literary diction [3] and
of literary studies [4]. It has also been used to search large corpora for “the great unread” [5].
Topic models have been used to study the large-scale structure of scientific disciplines [6, 7] and
the humanities [8, 9, 10]. The technique has been deployed as a standard tool in both the JSTOR
Data for Research API3 and the Hathi Trust Research Center (HTRC)’s Data Capsule [11, 12].
The constant addition and revision of works in digital libraries further emphasizes the unrep-
resentative nature of cultural-scale topic models at any given point in time. If it can be shown that
models built from different random samples are highly similar to one another, then researchers can
have confidence in their results. In this work, we propose two measures of sampling outcomes.
Methods — The volumes in four classification areas were downloaded from the HTRC on 19
October 2015 using the HTRC Data API. These areas were selected for their diversity across arts,
humanities, sciences, and engineering disciplines.
For each classification area, we train several topic models over the entire class with different
random seeds, generating a set of spanning models. Then, we train topic models on random sam-
ples of books from the classification area, generating a set of sample models. Independent models
are trained for each of k = {20, 40, 60, 80} topics.
1http://hathitrust.org/— As of January 31, 2016, the HT consists of nearly 14 million full-text volumes
from 89 member libraries.
2LCC Outline: https://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/
3http://about.jstor.org/service/data-for-research
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Figure 1: Alignment distance (top) and topic overlap (bottom) for LCC subject area samples in
(left-to-right) art sculpture, history of ethics, classes of labor, and bridge engineering. Four topic
models are shown: k = 20 (green), k = 40 (blue), k = 60 (red), and k = 80 (yellow). The dashed
lines in the top charts show the minimum sample size for which alignment distance falls within the
variance of alignment distance between spanning models.
Finally, we perform a topic alignment between each pair of models by computing the Jensen-
Shannon distance (JSD) between the word probability distributions for each topic in M1 and
M2 [13]. Each topic in M1 is matched to the closest topic in M2, allowing for multiple top-
ics in M1 to be aligned to the same topic in M2. We take two measures on each model alignment:
alignment distance and topic overlap. The alignment distance is the average JSD of each align-
ment pair. The topic overlap is the percentage of topics in M2 that were selected as the nearest
neighbor of a topic in M1.
Results — We find that sample models with a large sample size typically have an alignment
distance that falls in the range of the alignment distance between spanning models (see top row
of Fig. 1). Unsurprisingly, as sample size increases, alignment distance decreases. We also find
that the topic overlap increases as sample size increases. However, the decomposition of these
measures by sample size differs by number of topics and by classification area.
Conclusion — The behavior of different areas may be tied to the “cognitive extent” of the
discipline [14]. While this study focuses on only four areas, we speculate that these measures
could be used to find classes which have a common “canon” discussed among all books in the
area, as shown by high topic overlap and low alignment distance even in small sample sizes. For
example, discussions of the History of Ethics are likely to discuss Aristotle, Kant, Hume, and Mill
regardless of the views championed by the text.
Our measures of alignment distance and topic overlap provide a content-based evaluation cri-
terion for classification systems, and a validation measure for the robustness of cultural-scale
datasets, such as the Google Books corpus [15]. Future work is needed to scale these experiments
to the entire scope of the LCC in the Hathi Trust.
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